Unnamed
by Steven Gowin
The child was delivered, set to breathing, and whisked away before
Fae Anne could even catch a glimpse of her.
So functioned The Evangelical Lighthouse for Unwed Mothers just
off the The Keosaqua Way, Des Moines, 1946… the maternity refuge
for wayward girls from Iowa's tiny farms and hamlets.
The Lighthouse, built in the Craftsman style, comprised parallel
wings with a courtyard between. At any season, the troubled unweds
waited out their deliveries smoking and weeping in the shadows
between the buildings.
Although Jesus, knocking confidently on a wooden door, watched
over Fae Anne from a reproduced painting above her cot-like bed,
she slept poorly. The faucet in a miniature sink dripped constantly…
hot water in summer and cold in winter. Down the hall, the girls
queued for a single toilet; otherwise it was the bucket.
Such punition and everlasting shame, so claimed the Evangelicals
and so Fae Anne understood, were those bad and unholy girls'
rewards for their terrible transgressions with men. No wonder the
Evangelicals forbade the girls from naming their children.
Nevertheless, in utero, Fae Anne did name her child. At its birth,
however, no matter how she'd yearned to do so, she'd refrained from
calling out that name aloud.
When she'd returned from the Unweds, Fae Anne wanted to
believe, and sometimes told the story that her baby's father had
surely taken advantage of her, tricked her and run away as he'd
done other girls too, a Svengali and Casanova this dark prairie
Lothario.
In truth the papa, a boy of 20, had recently seen action in France.
He and Fae Anne had spent just the single night at the Warren
County Fair. There during the grandstand spectacular, the boom of
aerial bombs had pounded the boy's eardrums, and he'd
disappeared.
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When the fire had faded and the concussions above ceased, he'd
reappeared pale and shaking from under the seats where fairgoers
had watched the sulky races that afternoon.
Fae Anne had taken his hand as he wept about the Ardennes and
Nebelwerfer rockets. And back in his father's car, with no idea what
else to do, she had offered her virginity in awkward, unpleasant, and
confusing sex.
She'd never told him about the pregnancy and never named him
as the father.
Eventually, penitent, she'd turned back to the Evangelicals and
Jesus and married another fellow with his own regrets and
confidences, and unrealized opportunities, of which the two never
spoke.
The longer she spent with him and her church though, the more
the belief in her personal sin had deepened. Her well of guilt and
shame plunged bottomless, and it worsened again after her second
pregnancy and the child she would this time keep.
Too burdened with her past, she'd dreaded ever naming him. She
loved the boy she supposed, but wasn't he a sinner and and a man,
and wouldn't something dirty, some terrible desecration of his own
making finally unfold over him?
And so into that child, she'd poured the bitters of her own shame
where it blossomed black and senseless and worse in him than the
original from which it had sprung.
Inevitably, without understanding why, the child fled this mother
and family to a place where no one knew him or would ever remark
his being. Anonymous then, he would maintain his reticence.
And wary of all, particularly women, he'd refuse to speak his own
name to anyone in this world or any other. Even Jesus, he was sure,
thankfully, did not and could not know who he was.
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